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Ritual brings our ancient guides, embodies that which can't be 

expressed, or explained and fully sinks us deeper into our intentions 

to truly manifest.  
 

When we create a ritual around our goals or intentions, either for 

ourselves or others, it brings them to life. 

 

 Here are some simple practices you can use to celebrate the 

divine in you. 

 

Gratitude Journal 

Gratitude carries the secret to receiving all that we desire. That is 

where abundance lives. 

Start with a book or a journal that feels powerful, healing and 

decorate it to align with the purpose of the journal. Each day 

write 5 things you are grateful for and include at least 3 directed to 

self. Doing this in the morning and evening at sunrise and sunset has 

been a particularly empowering practice. 

 

Letting Go  
For releasing any fears, people, experiences that feel like they are 

standing in the way of embodying the feminine goddess or divine 

masculine within. This can be done more than once and used for 

letting go of anything.  
Write down on paper the names, experiences, feelings, or other that 

you would like to let go of. I like to go outside to connect to the earth 

when doing it to ground and wear crystals that support me also. Have 

a bowl, lighter, candle and your paper ready. Call in the ancestors, 

elements, the goddess energy, divine masculine, spirit, guides and 

any support you draw on. Ask for their assistance to release this. 

Light the candle and burn each piece placing them into the bowl to 

burn. It's a good idea to have a shower, bath, swim or sage after this 

to physically wash away what you're clearing. We dive a lot deeper 

into disconnecting from that which no longer serves you in The Love 

Scrolls. 
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Vision Board 

A collage has a really wonderful way of gathering energy and 

drawing many elements into harmony. Drawing and painting also 

brings this to us. The collage helps for when we may not yet feel 

called to drawing or painting, but want to work with the creative 

energy of the alchemy within. You can use magazine cuttings, 

internet images, book pages etc. to express visually the energy you 

are embodying. Hang it up when it's finished to be a conscious 

gateway to the energy you are looking to manifest. Hold the vision. 

 

Sacred Bath 

This is about 'you' time, connecting with water, and breathing life 

into the intention of honoring the sacred in you. Learn to be like 

water. Run yourself a bath, or even a foot soak if you are not a bath 

person. You can also create a steamy, uplifting shower experience. 

You may want to add milk, honey, oils, butters, salts, flowers 

whatever feels extra special and indulgent. Light candles, play your 

favorite music and soak up the empowering energies of yourself. Do 

this at a time you won't be disturbed, you really want to feel like you 

can be totally present with yourself. 

 

Sacred Water 

Water carries a frequency and can be programmed. The crystalline 

makeup actually changes as we communicate positively or 

negatively with it. This is about intentionally creating sacred 

feminine and divine masculine waters. 

For 28 days you will bless and drink from your sacred waters. Firstly 

buy a nice bottle or decorate a glass one. Hold your hands around the 

water and say 'I am loved, I am loving, I am empowered, I am 

worthy', 'I am strong', 'I am soft' whatever 'I am' words work for you. 

'I stand fully and wholly grounded in the energy of the divine 

feminine and masculine energy of the earth. Each day I feel more 

connected to my inner alchemy and my spirit. I am love and I 

radiate love in all spaces of my life.' Each day recite this and take a 

small sip from the bottle. The vibrations will grow stronger with 

each day.  
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Affirmations 

What is your intention? Create an affirmation around this and sticky 

note it to your mirror, your fridge your bedside table or everywhere, 

but have it so that you will see it every day and affirm it aloud every 

time that you do. Create a melody along with the affirmation to help 

with repeating it regularly and even look at yourself in the mirror 

while reciting it aloud with your hand placed gently on your heart 

tuning into your own rhythm. 

 

Plant Your Ritual Seed 

Buy a pot and a seed or seedling of a flower or plant to represent 

your inner divine. As you plant be mindful of what you are wanting 

to create. Then each day as you water you are affirming, nurturing 

and strengthening your intention and inner divine energy. 

 

Create an Altar 

We need to make room for our divine to flourish, both within as well 

as devoting a space. A good way is to create physical space and 

dedicate it to the divine. Include crystals, feathers, objects, candles, 

letters, flowers anything that reminds you of the sacredness of your 

inner light. Try and spend at least 5 minutes a day just bringing 

stillness into this space. You can also designate a particular object 

such as a crystal, or bracelet, or necklace that can imbibe the 

manifesting powers for you. 

 

Ritual Crown 

We have a royal past and are regal by the laws of nature. Using 

flower wire make a circle. Attach whatever calls to you in order to 

help you remember you are royalty. You can use real or fake 

flowers, ribbons, feathers or anything you like. Put it on and remind 

yourself you are the light, visualize this. Wear it when you are 

cleaning the house, riding your bike, jogging a trail, looking after 

children, hiking, down the street or place it on your altar. Remember 

you are in all places and spaces divine light and magic right here on 

this earth. 

 

Design Your Own Ritual and place an intention around it. 

Write it below and feel free to share with me:) 
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We're all being called to embrace our own inner alchemy. Together we 

increase energy, sharpen vision and obliques. We believe in a strong heart, 

body and mind and we go after it like we are born to do, raw and in nature. 

These times call for skinny dipping deep into enchanting education and 

timeless, intoxicating practices. You are worthy of sinking into these 

powerful energies and melodies, which awaken your intrinsic memory, 

where we return to ourselves and each other. If you're called join us 

in our online lounge where we further unfold our wild. 
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on Facebook

For inspiration, stay connected 

on Instagram

saltydivine insta

connect with Sarah directly
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